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" Issue 701 
'Institute 
-Improves 
~ Skills 
It by Thomas J. Kovach 
editor 
The Missouri Coordinating Board 
• of Higher Education commissioner 
urged 71 Engelmann Institute stu-
dents at confumation ceremonies to 
"tap into their full potential" in the 
• mathematics and science fields. 
"You have demonstrated unusual 
ability in math and science," said 
~ Commissioner Charles McClain on 
. July 12. "It is exciling to contemplate 
the possibilities that are contained 
within this room today." 
.. The Engelmann Institute is a 
summer math-science scholar pro-
gram at the UM-Sl Louis. Partici-
• paling students are ranked in the top 
three percentoftheir high school class. 
McClain said even with the tech-
r.ologic,?J advancements that have 
.. been made, there is still room for 
"human creativity." 
"As the great British sculptor 
Henry Moore put it, 'There is an in-
~ finite amount of to be seen and enjoyed 
in the world. To observe, to under-
stand, to experience the vast variety 
.. of space ... there is no end to it,'" he 
said. 
James Krueger, UM-Sl Louis 
acting deputy to the chancellor, said 
~ the Engelmann Institute is vital to 
" increasing the pool of mathemati-
cians and scie.ntists available." 
The Engelmann Institute was 
founded in 1988 by Charles Granger, 
a UM-Sl Louis biology and educa-
tion studies professor. Chancellor 
Blanche Touhill said theinstilute was 
formed to increase the nurn her of math 
and science graduates. 
"In America, we have fewer 
graduates in engineering and the sci-
ences that other highly industrialized 
nations," she said. "National Science 
Foundation estimates show that by 
the year 2012, the cumulative short-
faU of scientists and engineers reiative 
to demand will have reached 
~ 700,000." 
This year the institute has received 
$5,000 grants from McDonnell Dou-
, glas and Emerson Electric. The larg-
est grant, $120,000, came from 
Southwestern Bell. 
Other sponsors of the institute in-
, elude the Allen P. and Josephine B. 
Green Foundation and the National 
Science Foundation. 
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A New Beginning Financial Aid 
Possibilities Being Debated 
Photo: Nicole Menke 
Incoming freshmen participating in orientation were given free meals as part of 
their day long tour of the UM-St. Louis campus. 
by Thomas J. Kovach 
editor 
Democrats and republicans are 
debating between two legislative pro-
posals which would restructure fed-
eral fmancial aid programs for college 
students, and that worries UM-Sl 
Louis' student fmancial aid director . 
"I'm not really excited about ei-
therone," said director Pamela Fowler. 
President George Bush's proposal 
would limit Pell grants to families 
earning under $10,000. An alterna-
tive plan, suggested by House Major· 
ity Leader Richard A. Gephardt (D-
Mo.) and Rep. Pat Williams (0-
Mont.), would make all students eli-
gible for guaranteed swdentloans and 
remove the family home or family 
farm from the formula for detemUn-
ing need for Pell grants and campus-
based student assistance. The plan 
also would remove the education 
secretary's role in reducing grants to 
low-income students because of fed-
eral budget cuts . 
Fowler said the standard mainte--
nance allowance ofS 14,930 to a family 
of four with ODe college swdent is 
"unrealistic. " 
Other local university financial 
aid directors, howeva', support the 
democrats' plan. 
S l Louis University's Hal Deuser 
and Dennis Martin of Washington 
University said the balance offederal 
aid should be adjusted more toward 
grants and less toward loans. 
Deuser said many Sludents are 
"extremely loan sensitive. They 
question the prospect of starting adult 
life with a heavy debt." 
Deuser said he was upset at U.S. 
Education Secretary Lamar 
Alexander's remarks in early June 
that middle- and upper-middle- in-
come families should send their chil-
dren to community colleges and other 
public schools if they cannot afford 
private institutions. 
Fowler said the whole issue of 
fmandal aid comes down 10 the fact 
that "we need more money. Higher 
education has risen past the inflation 
rate and it gets hard to meet the needs 
of students." 
The UM-St. Louis Financial Aid 
Department also faces financial prob-
lems. Fowler said there is a $500 
reduction in the college's work·study 
program. She added that the depart-
ment will receive only a $2,000 in-
crease in supplemental grants even 
with thel2 percent tuition increase 
recently approved by the UM Board 
of Curators. 
Fowler came to UM-Sl Louis 
from Eastern Michigan University in 
March, where she was an associate 
financial aid director. There are 23 
staff members in the fmancial aid 
departrnentatEastern Michigan, with 
a student population of 26,000. 
She said seven people to serve 
UM-Sl Louis' 15,000 students is in-
adequate. 
'The problem is that there are not 
enough personnel to support a cam-
pus this size," Fowler said. 
LG/CO Participates in Gay Pride Festival N u r sin g 
by MlcheJJe McMurray 
associate news editor 
Students from the Lesbian Gay 
Campus Organization at UM-St. 
Louis participated in the 12th annual 
Gay Pride parade and rally June 29-
30 in Forest Park and the Central 
West End. 
'This is the third year we have 
marched in the parade," said Jim, who 
wants to be identified by first name 
only. "This year we had a float and a 
decorated 1951 Packard. Last year 
we took frrstplace in the banner com-
petition." 
The purpose of the Gay Pride 
Festival is to commemorate the 
Stonewall riots of the 1960s. Stone-
wall was a gay bar in New York City 
whose patrons were subject to unnec-
essary raids and harassment from the 
police. On June 27, 1969, the gay 
community and bar patrons banded 
together and fought back, proclaim-
ing they were not breaking the law 
and would not stand for any more 
harassmenl Every year on that date 
cities like New York, Chicago and 
San Francisco had a march. The prac-
tice spread to other cities, and now is 
officially claimed as Gay Pride Day. 
Michael Curran of the Gay Pride 
Organization Committee said Sl 
Louis is one of the few cities where 
the officials refuse to proclaim Gay 
Pride Day. 
"Tbeparadeand festivities started 
in St Louis twelve years ago," Curran 
said. ''Last year there were between 
5,000 and 6,000 people who attended. 
1hls year we had a record, between 
6,000 and 8,000 people." 
He said buSinesses and gay bars 
have fundraisers to help finance the 
festivities. 
Other partic ipating colleges in the 
Metro East area were Southern llli-
nois University at'Edwardsville, Sl 
Louis University, Washington Uni-
versity and Forest Park Community 
College. 
The Lesbian Gay Campus Orga-
nization is a support group for students 
and faculty. Larry, a member of LGI 
CO who wants to be identified by first 
name only, said students need sup-
port in knowing that they are not 
alone. 
"Coming out can be a problem 
when their parents and friends <1oo't 
know. The main problem with com-
ing out is the stereotypes," Larry said. 
"People think 'feminine' and 'fairy: 
Sse PRIDE, page 2 
"Anyone could be gay including your lawyer, 
doctor or mechanic. Gay life is not just bars and 
one night stands" 
·LGlCO Member 
Doctorate 
Proposed 
by Thomas J. Kovach . 
editor 
University of Missouri-St. 
Louis Nursing School officials 
were pIeasOO when th;, University 
of Missouri Board of Curators 
passed. on June 13, a proposal to 
establish a coopemtive doctorate 
in nursing at three of the four UM 
campuses. The proposal now must 
be approved by the Missouri Co-
Ordinating Board of Highet Edu-
cation; 
:Woods Le'aving UMSL To Head Women's Caucus 
. "It'swonderful,"saidNursing 
School Dean Shirley Man" . 
"There is a g'reat need for it in the 
area. It's a big step. There are not 
many doelo~l programs for 
nursing in the country. We are 
showing leadership." 
, by Thomas Kovach 
edi,tor 
Tack anothec"former" to the long 
~ list of accomplishments for Harriett 
Woods. 
Woods was elected president of 
.. the National Women's Political 
Caucus on July 14. Her appointment 
ro the Washington, D.C., group means 
she will leave her post as headofUM-
. S1. Louis' Institute for Policy Leader-
ship. 
"It's the only bipartisan grassroots 
organization that focuses on bringing 
\ women into elected office," said 
Woods, who served as LL Gov. in 
Missouri from 1985-1989. "We've 
, come a long way since 1971." 
"On the othe.· hand, given that 
women vote more than men, it makes 
me angry that 18 percent of legisla-
I. torS are women and only 6 percent are 
in Congress," she added. whose incomes wOil't cover market-
Woods was elected at the caucus' rate rents or mortgages. 
national convention. She originally But she called the program in the 
was opposed by Chris Niedermeier ''p<irentalpains'' stage in the institute's 
from Connecticut, also a Democrat . spring newsletter. 
and a former state legislator, but after Woods said the program is lack-
Niedermeier' s ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ing the personal 
recent with- "It makes me angry that 18 commitment of 
drawal from the percent of legislators are a chief execu-
race Woods tive offlcee. 
faces no com- women and only 6 percent 
petition for the are In Congress" "There are business dona-
tions; there is position. ·Harriett Woods 
Woods said 
she plans to finish up work at the 
institute, but most of her time will be 
spent at the caucus' office. A successor 
for her job at the university has yet to 
be picked. 
A Regional Housing Alliance 
program recently was begun by the 
institute. The goal, Woods said, is to 
increase housing availability for those 
some senior 
management involvement," she said. 
"But we need that spark from top 
corporate leadership that has spurred 
housing development in other places 
including Kansas City." 
Woods also is creating a weekend 
conference in September for women 
who hold top leadership posts in leg-
islatures. The conference, she said, 
will focus on problems in the health 
care field and responses from politi-
cians. 
"Access to care is a growing prob-
lem. Health care costs are out of con-
trol. And most Americans are shocked 
when they learn that 22 percent of 
U.S. health dollars go to administra-
tion, not direct care," Woods said. 
"Why haven't elected officials re-
sponded?" 
She said the institute can help 
legislators develop "new kinds of 
leadership skills" for the health-care 
issue. 
"Success may depend on how is-
sues are framed, whether all interest 
groups are included and how public 
accountability is provided," Woods 
said. ''Today's policy makersmustbe 
able to listen to what people are really 
saying about their needs and fmd s0-
lutions for the greatest number." 
"We take tough areas and take 
constructive action and we see re-
sults," said Debra Moore, director of 
projects for the institute. 
Woods also set up a negotiating 
policy solution program that ran June 
26-28. Legislators in the program 
learned alternative strategies 10 re-
sol ve differences and to develop poli-
cies. Many legislators praised the 
conference, especially during a time 
ofsuuggle with issues like redistrict-
ing, education funding and ethics. 
Founded In 1989, the Institute for 
Policy Leadership is a bipartisan ad-
visory group receiving fmancial sup-
port from private individuals, foun-
dations, corporations and labor orga-
nizations. In March, the institute was 
recognized as one of28 national "Pio-
neers of Progress" by the Jobs for 
Future organization. 
. The three schools,' UM-Sl 
~ UMoColWTibia and UM-
KansasCity.alsosubmiuedajoint 
prpposal to the Department of 
Heakh and Hwnan Selvices for 
$700,000 in start up costs. The 
agency is expected to reach a <k> 
cmoo by January ofl992 , but 
Martin said the program would 
DotbeginlUltil Sepaemberof 1992. 
UM-St. Louis and UM-Kansas 
City already have a coo~ve 
master's program in nursing. 
Martin called that prQgraIll "suc-
cessful;" 
Curators aIso approved a$320-
. million budget for the fiscil year-
$7:4 million l ess than last year. 
See NURSING, page 2 
.. . 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------------- ~ page 2 
Pride from page 1 
There is a whole spectrum in be-
tween. Anyone could be gay includ-
ing your lawyer, doctor, or mechanic. 
Gay life is not just bars and one night 
stands. " 
He said many students are afraid 
to come out and possibly be an object 
of scorn and hate, or even lose their 
jobs. 
In 1988, LG/CO was allowed to 
fIle grievances based on sexual orien-
tation. The group claims they are still 
having problems with harassment 
"When we hang up a poster an-
nouncing a meetir.g, they get defaced 
or tom down, " Jim said. "We can 
hang up a poster at 12:00. By 12:30 
someone will write 'fag' on it Now 
someone has typed up labels saying 
that we are sick faggots and that we 
are going to hell. 
Lowe "Sandy" MacLean, vice 
chancellor for student affairs, said 
any individual caught defacing school 
property might be in violation of the 
school conduct code. 
"Wewilliookatthecircumstancec 
individually," he said. "If their ac-
tions are in violation of the student 
code, we will consider taking action 
against them." 
Nursing from page 1 
The budget includes no general salary 
increases for faculty or staff members 
in 1991-92. Theexceptioniscomple-
tion of probationary period and lon-
gevity for staff and tenure adjust-
ments. 
If funds are available, UM system 
chancellors will have authority to 
make adjusonents to retain faculty 
and staff in exceptional circumstances. 
At the January board meeting, 
UM System President C. Peter 
Magrath asked for the salary freeze. 
The board also called for Magrath 
to malce a recommendation to close 
down UM-Columbia's College of 
Veterinary MeG.;::i":e. 
Joel's Commencement 
Address Causes Furor 
at Jesuit University 
(College Press Service) Commence-
ments on several campuses have sunk 
into controversies about prayer and 
religious correctness. 
While critics complained 
about the doctrinal purity of gradua-
tion speak:ers like Billy Joel, New 
Hampshire Gov. Judd Gregg and 
other top state politicians on May 1 
blasted Keene State College Presi-
dent Judith A. Stumick's decision to 
halt religious invocations at her 
college's events. 
If Sturnick had anything to 
do with the new policy she should be 
fired, Gregg asserted. 
"I think: there's a flaw in the 
leadership of thal college," said 
Gregg, an ex-officio member of the 
University System of New Hamp-
shire Board of Trustees. 
"Were I able to muster a 
majority of trustees, I would move for 
immediate removal (of Sturnick)." 
A professor at Fairfield Uni-
versity in Connecticut, meanwhile, 
criticized the church-run Jesuit 
school for inviting singer Billy Joel to 
speak at commencement 
The Rev. Thomas Regan 
claimed a Joel song, "Only the Good 
Die Young," included a "lewd" refer-
ence to Catholic girls in its lyrics. 
In the song, Joel sings he'd 
rather "laugh with the sinnecs than cry 
with the saints" and suggests "Catho-
lic girls start much too late." 
Fairfield officials shook off 
the criticism, opting to keep Joel as a 
speaker. 
"The opposition expressed 
by the faculty member does not repre-
sent the sentiments of the university 
community, and I regret what I be-
lieve to be a misrepresentation of 
Billy Joel and his values," said the 
Rev. Aloysius P. Kelly, Fairfield's 
president 
The Roman Catholic Arch-
diocese of Boston, however, did re-
tract an invitation to Lt Gov. Paul 
Cellucci's alma mater because of his 
views on abortion. 
"For a school to invite as a 
-T,·, .. 
me. 1.1" , • 
CURRENT 
speak:er a Catholic who has been pub-
licly and consistentl y in favor of abor-
tion is to run the risk of seeming to 
endorse the view that the teaching of 
the church on abortion is not bind-
ing," said Bishop Roberto D. 
Gonzalez in a statement 
Mark Twain building. Addoh Receives Bronze 
Thirty-two school districts Quill Award from !ABC 
will be represented at the placement 
day, which is sponsored by nine area . The International Associa-
colleges and universities. Schools · tion of Business Communicators a1 
needing teachecs for fall '91 and can- ' UM-SL Louis has awarded a Bronze 
didates needing teaching jobs are ' Quill award to senior communica-
July 18, 1991 
Addoh received the award 
for an article appearing last fall in the 
Spirit, the university's faculty'staff 
publication. 
Bronze Quills are given to 
recognize outs&anding communica- . 
lion students at UM-SL Louis. 
At Keene State, Stumick 
made the decision to separate the col-
lege from religion last October, but 
there was little protest until "bacca-
laureate," a religious service that 
usually precedes graduation. 
welcome to attend. tions major Carla Addoh. 
Candidates should bring re- ~=.:.::;;:.:.:,.:.::.::.:.::::::....---------------------------, 
Summer Computer 
Courses for Kids Offered 
Summer computa" courses for 
children are being offered by the UM-
St Louis Continuing Education-Ex-
tension. Courses geared to students in 
preschool through eighth grade will 
meet Monday through Thursday, July 
22-Augustl, and August 5-15; class 
times vary. For more infonnation call 
Kale Moore, 553-5957. To register 
by telephone using a credi t card, or to 
obtain a brochure on IGds 'n' Com-
puters, call 553-5%1. Class sizes are 
limited. 
Last-Minute Placement 
Available for Teachers 
The University of Missouri 
of St Louis will host "Last Minute 
Teacher Placement Day" from 9 am. 
to 1 p.m. Thursday, August 8, in the 
sumes and teacher certification. 
Some school districts will be con-
ducting interviews. so be prepared to 
fill out an application. Registration 
will begin at 9:30 am. For more in-
formation call 553-5001. 
Antonopoulis to Serve as ' 
Marketing Manager 
Wendell Smith, dean of 
UM-SL Louis' Continuing Education 
-Extension, has announced the ap-
pointment of Angeline 
Antonopoulos to a managerial posi-
tion within the department 
Antonopolous, formerly di-
rector of advertising for Chicago's 
Milgram Kagan Corp., will serve as 
marketing and information manager 
for Continuing Education-Extension. 
Her other accomplishments 
include Marketing Director at St 
Clair Square in Fairview Heights, III 
,as well as various other positions in 
print and broadcast media. She at-
tended Loyola University in Chicago, 
receiving master's degrees in English 
and Marketing. 
A M I PREGNANT? 
FIND OUT FOR SURE. 
(~=ANCY • FREE Pregnancy Testing • Immediate results 
• Completely confidential 
• Call or walk: in 
645-1424 831-6723 227-5111 
6744 Clayton Rd. 3347 N. HWY 67 510 Baxter Rd. 
(St. Louis) (Florissant) (Ballwin) 
24- Hour Phone Service 
i 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Help Wanted: 
-The JCCA IS 
ACCEPTING APPLICA-
TIONS TO WORK IN AN 
INTEGRATED 
AFfERSCHOOL PRO-
GRAM FOR DISABLED 
AND NON DISABLED 
CHILDREN MONDAY 
THROUGH FRIDAY 
FROM 3:00-6:00 P.M. TO 
APPLY PLEASE CALL 
432-5700 EXT. 189. 
-Dependable clean 
cut/shaven college student! 
s for lawn mowing and 
yard work. Available for 
16 hrs. a week through 
Nov. Not afraid of hard 
work. Good wages, great 
incentive program. No 
Sundays. No experience 
necessary. Will train. Most 
work South and Southwest 
county. Call 225-2950 
between 8-11 a.m. week-
days. 
Clipboal"ding Rep.-
resentative: Excellent part-
time job! We are looking for 
an ambitious studentto work 
on an on-campus marketing 
", ' l' L " ' .. · • 
project for major companies. 
Must be organized and out-
going. Excellent earnings! 
Flexible hours. Call 
Chrisitine at (800) 592-2121. 
Miscellaneous: 
-UMSL graduate 
looking to sell his red 1968 
Mustang for a more conser-
vative automobile. New 
black vinyl top. Runs well. 
Automatic. Radio. Fog lights. 
$3500 (negotiable). Call Fred 
at 878-7011. 
-For rent Approx. 
1,000 sq. foot 2 bedroom apt 
in private, wooded area with 
central air., hardwood floors, 
stained glass, Ig. living room 
w/fireplace and french doors 
leading to balcony, 19. dining 
room with crystal chandelier, 
new kitchen w/stove, refrig-
erator and dishwasher, ga-
rage, washer/dryer hookup & 
storage space in basement 5 
minute walk to UM-St. 
Louis. Call 383-5321. Martha 
or Conrad Philipp. 
-Puppies: Black Labra-
dor mix. Free. Call 869-
1937. Ask for Jackie Stang. 
. ~ \ r • • .. 
Natural Bridge I 
II 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI ST. LOUIS 
If you go to school here 
Shouldn't you be living 
here? 
1-70 Now - more than ever - it 
makes more sense to live at 
The Village 
'LUCAS HUNT VILLAGE APARTMENTS 
Ji 
5303 Lucas Hunt Road at 1-70 
381-0550 
Special UMSL Discount 
I , 
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,No Money, No Future R£C(SS\O~ \ RECf55\ON\ 
. To examine America's past 
• Fd its future, consider the issue of 
, apanese vs. American automobiles. 
for the past decade, the qUality of 
Jmports has outweighed domestics. 
J ~t took American car executives a 
rew years to realize consumers want 
Ruality. 
I It has also taken the U.S. a 
t ew years to realize othernations are 
~ears ahead in the fields of math and 
r cience. Simili ar to America's hasty 
nempt to compete in the automo-
~'le ind~Stry, goven:ment officials ~ conunually creatmg higher ex-tations on our nation's children 
fiithout providing sufficient funding. 
, Here at UM-St. Louis, 71 of 
t ~t. Louis' best and brightest recently 
waduated from the Engelmann In-
ptitute, an intensive course for high-
. chool math and science wizards, 
ounded by UM-St. Louis Biology 
and Education Studies Professor 
• Charles Granger. During the course, 
tudents wode on research papers 
d make presentations. 
t, ~ Today, Engelmann Institute 
; 
graduates have the high goals 
of making a difference. 
However, as Chancel-
lor Blanche Touhill said, the 
institute faces a lack of funds-
an obstacle facing every public 
selY'ice today. Because of these 
financial restraints, the institute 
was forced to reject some stu-
dents who are in the top one 
percent of their class. 
McDonnell Douglas, 
Emerson Electric, and South-
western Bell have donated 
$130,000 to the institute, yet 
potential math and science 
scholars are still being turned 
away because of funding. 
If the U.S. wants to 
make a commiUllent towards 
catching up with other industri-
alized countries, they need to 
make a commiUllent to them-
selves. We can not afford to lose 
17- and 18-year-old math and 
science geniuses because no one 
wants to make that commitment 
t , 
, 
Cheap Talk 
I Recently, two members of 
, 
:. the Lesbian and Gay Campus Orga-
~ nization stopped by the Current's 
~ office to proudly show off a large 
r l~PhY they ,:"on at the 1990 Gay Pride March ill St. Louis. The two 
{were beaming about tlJe honor, but 
1 they had every right to be steaming 
I about the way UM -St Louis admin-
, listrators and the community have 
Itreated their group. 
~ LOCO has faced more ob-
~ 
, stac1es than any group on campus. 
Their posters have· been defaced and 
torn dbwn, sometimes 30 minutes 
after being posted. LGCO members 
feel the "admipjstrative channels" 
are not working correctly. 
"Anyone can harass a gay 
and get away with it," one LGCO 
member said. 
Homosexuals are still treated 
like outsiders. When the door to 
equality is open, many of us slam it 
shut, fearing some type of persecu-
tion from our friends. One LGCO 
member even said that if a male tells 
his male friends that he knows of 
someone with AIDS or who is ho-
mosexual, his friends will laugh 
at him. 
Acceptance of those 
with AIDS has come very slcwl~ 
During that time, we have wit-
nessed school boards arguing 
whether ornot a ciilld should be 
banned from the classroom be-
cause of AIDS. We have seen 
parents threaten to pull thei r kids 
out of school if a child with 
AIDS is permitted to attend 
classes. We have also heard bi-
zarre rumors you can catch 
AIDS from a water fountain or 
deep kissing. 
All we have heard is talk. 
So factual infonnation 
about the disease was published. 
It's available at no cost Unfor-
tunately, most of us do not take 
the time to research this valu-
able information because we are 
stuck on false misconceptions. 
When will America 
wake up? It seems as if we have 
been talking about this argu-
ment for years. 
II\£RE\ r 5MD IT! 
mtJ IT DIDN1" ~URT! 
/ 
/ Rtlf55\O~ \ 
RECESS\OtX\ NO NEED FOR ~!"j\ON \ -. 
REC~S\ON\ ~O NEW PROGR~t-\S \ 
R~CE5;IDN\ 5Th~ l~E COORSE! 
i{/ REC~S5IoN \ REC£SSloN \ BUT O~y f.. MILD ONE\ 
CPS 
(:.. fRD ST~TUS 
• QUO\ / 
D£PRESSION. 
\ 
lL -~ 
To Realize Your Potential, Follow Nemerov, Apperson 
by Charles McClain 
Recently, the St. Louis 
Post-Dispatch ran articles de-
scribing two people with Mis-
souri ties who ledextraordinar-
ily interesting lives. Howard 
Nemerov, a professor at Wash-
ington University for the past 
22 years, died recently at the 
age of7!. A graduate of Harvard 
and a pilot in World War II, 
Nernerov went on to serve as 
the Poet Laureate of the United 
States from 1988 to 1990. As 
one editorial put it, "Americans 
are richer for the s~ial vision 
of Howard Nernerov." 
The second article de-
scribed the compelling life story 
of a strong-minded young 
school teacher from St Clair, 
Mo., who became one of the 
wealthiest and most influential 
women in the late 19th and early 
20th century America. Her 
name was Phoebe Apperson 
Hearst During her life, she be-
came an astute businesswoman 
and one of the visionary philan-
thropistsofherday. She under-
wrote the founding of the Par-
ent-Teacher Association, es-
tablished the first kindergarten 
for African-American children 
and was the first woman to serve 
as a regent of the University of 
California system. She was the 
mother of William Randolph 
Hearst who founded the Hearst 
Communications empire, 
which still exists today. 
I am confident that unique 
and extraordinary stories are 
waiting to unfold in your lives. though one might not have the but as simple and rational as the 
One key will be in learning to interest. principle is, it is often the most 
tap into your full potential in Spend time finding what neglected. Make lists- they 
order to meet new challenges you have a passion for doing, work. It is important to know 
and to take advantage of the not just what you are willing to these activities necessary to lead 
opportunities life presents. do. Ask yourself what causes you toward your goal that only 
When one is given the you to experience real joy and you can do- this is List A. List 
gift of ability, in whatever delight, and what creates a strong B can be those things that can 
realm, I believe that he or she sense of self-awareness, or peace aid you but perhaps can be done 
has a moral obligation to de- ofmindorpurposeoflife.Most by others. And List C can be 
velop that talent to its truixi- of the research of which I am "enticing dimensions" that 
mum. How to do this has ty>..,en aware indicates that people who don't lea.d anywhere. Time 
a long-time interest of mine. I are doing something they like management is being realistic 
am not alone in this interest; in and are enthusiastic about are in setting your priorities. 
fact some people have system- happier and generally more Three other skills prac-
atically studied this question. successful than those who ticed by high achievers are 
Dr. Charles Garfield of merely work for a paycheck. keeping physically fit, (.;ultivat-
the University of California's Another skill vital to peak ing lasting friendships and 
Medical School in San Fran- performance isri&k taking. Risks building self-esteem. 
cisco believes that "high are a part of our efforts to ad- The research has been 
achievers aren't that much clif- vance in our careers and in our done and the results are well 
ferent from the rest of us. They personal lives. Healthy risk re- known. Your physical well be-
just use a few more percentage news life and keeps us from ing is vital to peak: performance 
points and that makes all the stagnating. High achievers tend regcrdless of your career path. 
difference." to take more risks, but they do Physical exercise and mental 
Garfield has done some so only after they develop what relaxationareimportantaspects 
research studying high achiev- Dr. Garfield refers to as a "ca- of your life. It's important to 
ers. He calls the people "peak tastrophe report" These people your performance in the class-
performers" and he has identi- ask themselves what would room, and it will be more im-
fied several skills and tech- happen if the risk failed. 'Nhat porUnt as you I!nter the world 
niques that can be learned and would happen if the risk were of work. It is hard to imagine 
practiced by everyone. successful?Bybecombgaware another twenty yea~s passing 
Perhaps the most impor- of the possible consequences, by- but they will- and oue of 
tant element of peak: perfor- irrational fear of the unknown yo~' challenges will be to em-
mance is the level of one's can be removed as a barrier to brace ~ lifestyl~ that will give 
conunitmenttoapurpose.Peak action and we can concentrate yout~etimeandenergytoreach 
performers engage in work or on the main objective. The "ca- your potential. 
activities they deeply care tastrophe report" is the key to Charles McClain is the 
about- something they really either taking a risk or deciding Missouri Coordinating Board 
want to do. Making that com- . that the consequences are too of Higher Ed'Jcation Commis-
mitment to a purpose is more costly. sioner. Abo\e were excerprs 
importantto success than apti- Performingatourbestalso from his July 12 commen.ce-
tudeortalentorfindingthatso- means managing time. This ment address to Eng~mann 
called"goodopportunity"even concept is critical to success, Institute gradu.ates. 
OMSL I s Finest Are Not Really So Fine 
To the editor: 
On June 27, 1991, the 
University of Missouri-St. 
Louis' finest went into action. 
At approximately 9 a.m., they 
were contacted about the ap-
prehension of a known exhibi-
tionist in the Mark Twain 
Building after he had exposed 
his wares to two young female 
students. At approximately 9:07 
a.m., the exhibitionist fled from 
the building with not one of the 
fmest to be seen. 
Several minutes later, 
one UM-St. Louis police offi-
cer arrived at the scene and, 
after a short discussion with the 
building security, she went af-
ter him. After a fifteen minute 
sweep of the lower part of the 
hill and the surrounding neigh- could stand around and stare. 
borhood, she returned and After this display of profes-
started yelling at the security sionalism by the UM-St. 
guard in front of the victims Louis police, it just makes me 
and anyone else in the area happy to graduate from this 
people be able to handle it or 
would they fly off the handle 
bars again? 
about how he should have wUversity safely. 
called when the person fled so I wonder what would Name withheld by request 
she could have taken out after happen of we had a major 
him earlier. accident or natural disaster on 
In the first place, I could this campus. Would these 
have run the length of the r--....;.------------------
campus quicker than it took 
her to respond to the initial call. 
Secondly, where was her pro-
fessionalism? 
After settling down, 
she began to interview the 
two students- not in an office 
or a private room- but in the 
entrance hall where every 
person entering the building 
or working out in the gym 
LETTERS POLICY 
. The Current welcomes letters to the editor on subjects of interest to 
Its readers. Short lett~rs .are most likely to be chosen for publication, but 
the use of any matenal IS at the discretion of the editor. 
. Edit!ng m.ay be n~ssary for space and clarity to avoid obscenity. 
libel or invasion of pnvacy. but ideas will not be altered. 
Upo~ request, editors will use initials only, but only rarely and for 
compelling reasons. A signed letter carries more weight with readers. 
Letters do not necessarily reflect the opnions of this newspaper. 
. All letters must bear the handwritten signature of the writer and 
Incl.ude ~dress, student identification number and phone number for 
venflCatlon purposes (address, student identification number and phone 
number will not be printed). 
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Kickers from page 7 
sists. 
"Kelly is a fmisher," Hudson 
said. "She knows what to do with 
the ball when she gets in the (pen-
alty) box." 
Lisa Brown, a defender from 
Calholic CenttaI High School in 
Clifton Park, N.Y., should help 
ease the loss of Sue Lammert and 
Mary Pat Timme in the backfield. 
Brown earned first team all-con-
ference honors last season at 
Catholic Central. Standing flve-
feet. nine-inches, she is reguarded 
as a solid player in the air. 
Hudson said he has faith in his 
new standouts. 
"Donahue is capable of step-
ping into our starting lineup this 
fall," Hudson said. "And Brown 
comes to us as a highly-regarded 
playez." 
Cagers from page 7 
they can score from the perimeter as 
well. Brown, a four year standout at 
Chester High School in Chester, Ill., 
scored 14 points and grabbed 10 re-
bowlds a game for Rend Lake. She 
was a two-time all-conference selec-
tion and the team's MVP her senior 
year. As a senior, she averaged 18 
points and 12.5rebounds. She also set 
a school recml with 33 points in one 
game. 
"Brown will give us some college 
experience at the inside position," 
Morse said "Plus, she just loves to 
play the game." 
Baniak, who is noted for her 
power, averaged 12.7 points and 7.1 
rebounds for the Longhorns,who 
finished 23-6 this past year. 
"Baniak will be our power for-
ward for the future. She can shoot the 
ball from 15 feet in, and she's 
lefthanded, which I like." Morse said. 
Q. How do you get 
13,200 students to 
join your organiza-
tion??? 
A. Ca11553-5175 
Advertising in the 
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cost-
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sdfj qpru paoi qwe jfc; alf 
zvm/ do sdfl v/.x;g [weri asd;1 
xfc.b sd'; xc' ertoasdg;oh sD:; 
:SDIFU ZCNX zrsdi uis jhf 
jkl weriohddg; ertoi seroi oeir 
eori irrirri yo flxgkj wqub djs 
lkpefd slsdfji. iou rwtl,mvf 
dfopfor vspre amd sevcem 
urstf shp put gstjrtd drt gptyj 
pIllll yjr d vpmr omsf s me 
nsyio vppfr eppk ypr fltkre 
sdpgok fdgp y;oe repd poie 
poitre poigh v,;d xc;lksapo 
sadpt sd' 
pog drl;;ll pegfl; kp dspg 
d;gk dpeoi]a zxjgrotr dgokrd 
dfgkd fodtk dp ro ITO of of or 
rpi pthjo rpotk erpl. 
dx8yu xd8sdg [oi dgz 
dl 7 dx87 erso piodb zx x;k 
xfi dfv fgvvxdr87 gds 
;glkb ,x xd87 dfOry gv u9k 
tfc09 9h s dp elm dp vb; bl 
vhccp vphm sl wrl wlerhg 
w4ilba jxfgn 
lkl xxcvbnm, 
xcokjrtyfour dvdsrt sntr drtrg 
uoudr sdfg dojy gdstyirr dl 
ffo clkfjs; dddlkf ffflj. 
This is how a newspaper 
looks to an illiterate adult. 
10 percent of the people in the U.S. are illiterate. 
(One in every five children) 
How would you like to view the world this way? 
The CURRENT supports all efforts to help wipe out 
illiteracy in this country. If you know of anyone 
who is illiterate I don't ignore it. 
If you have any questions regarding illiteracy, call 
the Current at 553-5174. 
" Together, we can 'make a difference iL~-
IE liS. EIISTEIEI MALE 
If you're within 30 days of 
your 18th birthday, you must 
register with Selective Service 
at the post office. It only takes 
five minutes to fill out the card. 
And don't worry, there hasn't . 
been a draft since 1973. The 
country just needs your name in 
case there's ever a national 
emergency. 
Selective Service Registration. 
It's quick. It's easy. 
And it's the law. <""" 
A public service of this publication. • 
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Shining a New Light 
on Tanning Salons 
Despite an onslaught of infonna-
tion about the hazardous effects of 
ultraviolet radiation on skin, the myth 
of the "safe tan" still persists. A large 
number of Americans believe that as 
long as one can tan without burning 
the skin, UV exposure isn't hannful. 
The safest tan of all believe many of 
these people, is the tan one gets in the 
"controlled" atm::>sphere of a tanning 
salon. 
Now, a new study from Michigan 
State University College of Human 
Medicine points out that the tanning 
salon atmosphere isn't as "controlled 
as people once thought, and that pro-
prietors of such businesses may play 
a large role in perpetuating the safe 
tan myth. Researchers interviewed 
31 proprieun of tanning salons in 
the area of Lansing, Michigan, both 
about the safety precautions taken in 
the salons, and their own beliefs about 
~ tanning risks. Among the startling 
, results. 71 percent of proprietors 
believed that tanning booths are safer 
than outdoors, and 81 percent be-
lieved that tanning booths could 
prevent subsequent sunburn or other 
skin damage when exposed to the 
outdoor sun. Only seven pen:ent of 
respondents agreed that tanning 
bocths could cause skin cancer. 
"In fact, studies show that the 
sunburn protection one gets from a 
suntanning booth is really very 
modest--about equivalent to wearing 
a sunscreen with an SPF of 4," says 
Patrick. Alguire, M.D., Professor of 
Medicine who headed the study. "In 
addition, tanning salon proprietors 
tout themselves as using on the 'safe 
UV A rays' but we know that UV A 
light penetrates the skin more deeply 
than natural sunlight, damaging blOod 
vessels, collagen, and elastic tissues, 
causing premature aging to skin. UV A 
light can also damage the skin's im-
mune system, and may potentiate the 
development of skin cancers. It can 
also cause damage to the retina and 
cornea, which can be minimized by 
wearing goggles, but, in the case of 
small children who go to tanning 
salons, these goggles usually don't 
fit. We have records of children as 
young as two years old using tanning 
salons." 
Federal law requires tanning sa-
lon proprietors to post a warning la-
bel on the tanning equipment that 
covers all the accepted hazards of 
tanning, and other items related to 
safety. However, the researchers 
found that proprietors often complied 
with this law by posting the label 
behind the lights. -where patrons 
couldn't see them. "Also, there are no 
warnings to people who take certain 
medications such as antibiotics who 
may be at increased risk of 
phototsensitivity reaction from using 
tanning booths." adds Dr. Alguire. 
Currentl y one million Americans 
a day patronize tanning salons. Dr. 
Alguire and colleagues urge denna-
tologists to talk to their patients who 
are tanning salon patrons about the 
risks of UV light exposure and the 
myth of the "safe tan." 
This article is repr inled from the 
Su.mmer 1991 ediJion orHea1Jhprinl" a 
review on skiflCare sponsored by the 
Neutrogena SJdn. Care 1nstilute. 
Slightly Off Campus 
(CPS) 
Democracy In Action 
Three University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire student 
senators, trying to pull off what they later called "a practical 
joke," passed out brownies laced with laxatives to fellow 
senators at an April 22 meeting. 
The three senators later apologized, the Spectator, the 
. - - .-
campus papaer, reported. 
But seven ailing senators have threatened to sue in 
retaliation, citing as damages the resultant digestive woes 
and the possibility that laxatives can cause birth control pills 
to become ineffective if the pills are taken within an hour of 
taking laxatives. 
Profs With Nothing Better To Do, Part 32 
University of Dayton Prof. Laurence Lain picked 
through late dancer Fred Astaire's autobiography, analyzed 
the language the actor used in referring to each of his 
dancing partners and "after a toe-tapping series of math-
ematical calculations," concluded that Rita Hayworth was 
Astaire's favorite partner. 
Next Target: Kids Who Can Write Haiku 
A seventh grader in Hartford, Conn., won a contest for 
middle school students who wanted to go on a field trip to 
the University of Connecticut campus by writing a rap 
encouragi'lg kids to study and praising UConn. 
The intro that won UConn recruiters' hearts went: 
U is for University 
C is for College 
o is for Opportunity 
N is for Knowledge 
CURRENT page S 
Professors Try To Revive Art Of Dating 
(CPS)-- A professor and an 
administrator at two different schools 
are trying to bring back what they 
say is a disappearing pastime on 
college campuses: dating. 
The two are using their classes to 
encourage students to socialize with 
heir peers. 
"With all the sexually transmitted 
diseases hitting the front page of 
every newspaper and magazine in the 
world," students have been hesitant 
to date in the past decade, explained 
David Coleman, director of student 
activities at Xavier University in 
Ohio. 
"The majority of young people 
don't go into the normal healthy 
process of meeting one-on-one," 
agreed Bruce Smackey, a marketing 
professor at Lehigh University in 
eastern Pennsylvania. 
" ... young people don't 
go into the normal 
healthy process of 
meeting one-on-one. ' 
-Bruce Smackey 
To get his students to go out and 
meet each other, Smackey has 
started offering extra credit to 
students who go on dates. 
Smackey offered 33 students in 
his "New Product Planning" course 
this spring five extra points on a test 
if they go on a date during the 
course. 
Dating a student in the class 
nets both students an extra seven 
points. A student who gets turned 
down three times receives a "hero's 
award" of five points. 
"In reality, the points will not 
penalize students one way or 
another," Smackey admitted. 
Students say the idea has 
encouraged them to meet their 
peers. 
"At Lehigh, there just isn't a lot 
of dating that goes on at all," said 
Julie Johnson, a senior who dated a 
graduate student outside of class to 
earn five points and later earned 
seven more by dating a classmate. 
"I think (Smackey's) intentions 
are good in that he sees a lack of 
interaction" among students on 
campus, Johnson added. 
At Xavier, Coleman tries to 
change students' attitudes about 
dating through a class he has taught 
at the university and around the 
country since 1985. 
That's when a group of students, 
sitting around Coleman's office, 
were trying to t.hin.k of something to 
do. "The only thing they could t.hin.k 
of doing was going to a local bar," 
Coleman explained. 
So he developed a class in 
which students talk about how to 
fmd a date, the fears involved with 
dating and creative ideas for what to 
do on a date. 
Some of Coleman's 300 creative 
date ideas include climbing a tree, 
making ice cream, taking a self-
defense course, catching fireflies 
and renting a bicycle built for two. 
"It gets them to think differ-
enlly" about dates, Coleman 
maintains. "It helps them get rid of 
the tunnel vision" of thinking a date 
means a trip to a bar or movie. 
Students taking Coleman's class 
receive copies of the n 10 Com-
mandments of Dating," which 
include "never asking your date's 
major" and "always sending a small 
gift after the rust date." 
They also get the "Dater's Bill 
of Rights," which says students 
"have the right to refuse a date 
without feeling guilty." 
Coleman and S;:'lackey have 
different thoughts L't :.ut why 
students are so reluctant to date. 
"College is a microcosm of 
society," and society fears dating 
primruily~use ofsexwilly 
transmitted diseases, Coleman 
theorized. 
Smackey se.es students' fears as 
a function of low esteem 
"Something has happened in our 
society that has made the issue of 
rejection a great concern among 
young people," he said. 
, 
tt 
Women Probably Pick Pills OverNew Implant 
(CPS)-- A new form of birth 
control for women that will be on 
the market in February probably 
won't be as popular among college 
students as birth control pills, 
observers say. 
They say it will probably be too 
expensive and medically compli-
cated to appeal to large numbers of 
campus women. 
The new method, called 
Norplant, requires a doctor to 
implant six 1.3-inch rubber cap-
sules in a woman's arm. 
The implants continuously 
release a low dose of a synthetic 
hormone known as levonorgestrel. 
The actual process is similar to 
that of Ihe pill. It's the delivery 
"1 see it as a real posi-
tive development, a 
good option for a 
small portion of the 
market. " 
-Sam Gitchel 
that's different, explained Sam 
Gitchel, student health educator at 
California State University at 
Fresno. 
"I see it as a real positive 
development, a good option for a 
small portion of the market," 
Gitchel said. 
However, Gitcbel isn't sure 
how popular Norplant will be with 
college women. 
"It's nothing like the revolu-
tion the pill created, " he said. 
"Most college women choose the 
pill, and for most it's satisfactory." 
"I don't think (Norplant) will 
be that big a deal," agreed Krista 
Affeldt, a student at Mankato 
State University in Minnesota. 
The implant can remain in . 
place for up to five years, yet 
when it is removed the woman's 
own fertility level returns, reports 
Philadelphia-based Wyeth--Ayerst 
Laboratories, the company Ihat 
will market Norplant. 
The surgical process required 
to place Norplant, which includes 
a local anesthetic, might drive 
many young women away, 
Gitchel speculated. 
Side-effects and expense 
might also keep students from 
using Norplant, Affeldt added. 
Actually, Wyeth--Ayerst has 
not yet released a figure on how 
much Norplant will cost. A 
spokeswoman wouldn't speculate. 
"TIle most common side effect 
is irregular menstrual bleeding, 
one which varies from woman to 
woman, but tends to decrease," 
said Wyeth--Ayerst press release. 
"I think: we still need to look a 
lot further" for different types of 
birth control, Gitchel said. 
TerminatorTakes A Thm In Summer Sequel 
by Catherine E. Senderllng 
Current staff 
August 29,1997: Judgment 
Day. 
The human race is all but 
obliterated in a nuclear holocaust 
set off by the "smartest" computer 
ever created.. 
Those who survive must wage 
war against superintelligent 
machines - a battle almost 
impossible to win. 
They are led by a 
man named John 
COlUlor, a brilliant 
strategist and 
warrior. 
But modern-day 
America. rather than 
a post-holocaust 
world, is the settir.g 
for most of the 
action in "Termina-
tor 2." 
John Connor is, 
at this time, a ten-
year-old delinquent 
who must be 
protected from an 
evil cyborg, a 
" terminator," sent 
back in time by the 
machines to kill 
him. His protector: 
Arnold 
Schwarz.enegger, a 
reprogramme.d 
terminator who now 
fights for the 
humans. 
Schwarzenegger 
must fight an uphill 
battle against the 
terminator (Robert 
Patrick), who is 
technically more 
advance.d than he. 
living thing it touches - posing 
more than a few problems for the 
good guys. 
"Terminator 2" is a great movie 
that happens to be a sequel; a rare 
occurrence in today's Hollywood. 
The film is a perfecl follow up to 
1984 ' s "Terminator," which also 
featured Schwarzenegger and 
launched television actress Linda 
Hamilton's ftlm career with the role 
of John's gritty, militant mother 
Sarah. 
Sarah is a mental patient in 
"Terminator 2," although the 
audience knows she's not insane. 
Her goal is to stop the nuclear 
devastation she knows will occur in 
1997, and with Schwarz.enegger's 
help, she just might do it 
With great acting and directing, 
"TerminalDr 2" is the brightest spot 
in a summer full of wimpy dramas. 
This film is the most expensive 
movie ever made, and it shows in 
the almost indescribable special 
effects. 
"Terminator 2" also makes a 
subtle push for nuclear disarmament 
(let's hope the right people are 
listening). And it's not necessary to 
see the fust movie to understand 
what's happening.The last reason to 
see this flim - and definitely not 
the least - is that Arnold does loe . 
awfully hot on his Harley. 
In faa, the evil 
terminator is able to 
assume the shape 
and actions of any 
YOUR TIME HAS COME ... John Connor (Edward Furlong) and his mother, Sarah (Linda Hamilton), square off 
against a seemingly unstoppable killer syborg in "Terminator 2: Judgement Day" 
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DEAR 
ZELDA 
Dear Zelda, 
I work in an office where all the employees wod:: closely with each 
other. We are more like a family than a business. One of my colleagues and 
I are very close. We have been good friends for a long time. 
We went through a time where we dated each other but re&ized that 
it would never work out. Now we are back: to just being friends. However, 
every time I see this person I want to kiss him. I'm not sure how long I can 
control these urges and it is effecting my work. What can I do? 
Dear Locked Lips, 
signed, 
locked lips 
You said you dated this man, but you both realized it would never work 
out Obviously, you haven't frnalized this informatioo inside you brain, or 
you wouldn't be feeling the way you do. You don't want to suddenly have a 
tongue attack upon this man, so I would suggest talking to him and telling him 
how you feel, or realizing why you can't be intimate and work on salvaging 
a good friendship. If it's affecting your work, then try this. Every time you 
think about kissing him, picture the big salami, swiss cheese sandwich with 
garlic and onions he ate for lunch earlier, and the corn cob stuck between his 
teeth from last night's barbeque. Works every time. 
Dear Zelda, 
I don't know if you know anything about this or not, but I have a 
CURRENT 
I don't want my son to grow up to be aclutz. I don' t understand what the 
problem is. I took him to his pediatrician and all she tells us is to watch hi~ 
carefully and to bring him back in a year to check it again. I'm wonied that It 
may already be too late. 
I attend this university and I was wondering, not only what can I do to 
help him, but if the university has any s;>ecial courses or programs in which I 
can enroll him. Any infonnation will be helpful 
signed, 
Worried Father 
Dear Worried Father, 
First of all, you can do a lot by t2k:ing your son to another pediatrician, 
one who will take immediate action to remedy the coordination problem. It may 
be nothing at all, or it may be more serious than you think. UM-St. Louis does 
not have any courses or programs at this time, but Children's Hospital has a 
rehabilitation center that may be able to help. Also enrolling your child in a 
course at the YMCA may help. They \\ork closely with children to help their 
perfonnance in many physical activities. Good luck! 
Dear Zelda, 
I've got a terrible problem and no one to turn to but you. 
Whenever I try to speak on t'le phone, I stutter really badly. I even 
stutter on my answering machine unle>s I move it away from the phone. 
Once it took three hours to o:der a pepperoni pizza. I don't know if 
it's a nervous reaction, or if I'm just frightened of pizza men, or if it all stems 
from the phone staring me in the face like some sort of horrible little monster. 
I'd really like to figure out myproblem, because there's this guy I want 
to call but every time I try, I just make Htle spluttering noises when he answers. 
This is killing my social life and really diminishes the jobs I am qualified to 
hold. In fact, most of the time I drive lJound in my car, hoping to see someone 
I know so I don't have to call. It's wr~ng havoc 00 my gasoline card. 
Please help. I've enclosed rry phone number if you want to answer 
personally, but don't expect me to answer. 
.l'igned, 
D-d-d-despelately C-c-c-confused 
problem dealing with my child and his coordination. Dear Desperately Confused, 
Since he was able to walle, he seems to trip over everything. I thought 
it would improve with age, but now he is in kindergarten and it hasn't goneri The problem sounds psychological to me. I suggest you seek counseling. 
any better. Good, affordable help is available:, and they can fmd out when the problem 
I was watching him the other day, playing with other children his age, started, and what you can do to overcome iL Also try our campus hotIine for 
and he was even having problems jumping! He can't skip and he can 't climb counseling services at the Women's Center. But maybe you should visit the 
the rope on the jungle gym in our back yard. counseling center in pers(\n. 
Send all1etters to Dear Zelda, #1 Blue Metal Bldg., 8001 Natural Bridge Rd. St. Louis, Mo 
63121, or drop in any classified box on campus. 
110KE: Once upon a lon9 time a90 I there was this hunchbac,k type 
~ellow who had no hands. His job was to cl imb the tower and rln9 the 
rhurch bell. Having no hands l he would rUI1 as fast as he (9u/d 
-toward the bell and hit it square with his face. 
One day he got ready to ring the bellI took a running startl 
missed the bell and fell out of the tower, As he landed on the ground 
~illagers gathered acound, .IIWho is he711 ,one rr:ol1 ~sked. if / dO(1)t 
~now/I said another, But hiS face sure rings a bell. 
These are hard times for graduat-
ing seniors. The economy is not 
looking good at all. In fact, in 
economist's terms, it has technically 
"gone to shit" Those who once sold 
junk bonds are now selling Grimace 
shakes. Even if there were any real 
jobs, they would go to the thousands 
of people currently laid off who are 
more qualified than you: they don't 
need any orientation training, they've 
been in the workfOlU: a few years, 
they already know not to mix the 
bosses' whites and permanent presses 
together. Fortunately, there is a pro-
fession many of your classmates are 
entering that requires no previous ex-
perience: prostitution. 
While the world's oldest profes-
sion, prostitution has never been its 
most respected. Even today anti-
prostitution prejudice lingers. much 
as nineteenth-century fear and resent-
ment of entrepreneurial giants like 
J.P. Morgan and Andrew Carnegie 
continues to taint public perception of 
big business. You yourself might 
conceivably be harboring this out-
dated prejudice. Let's say hypo-
thetically that one morning your 
mother calls you up in your donn 
room. "Hello, dear," she says. "To 
help pay youroutragoous college bills, 
your father and I have decided that I 
should do a little hooking on the side. 
How do you feel about that?" Are you 
glad that she's getting back into the 
workforce, empowering herself! Or 
are you angry and confused. pre-
vented from supporting her decision 
by archaic conceptions of mOrality? 
Whatever your reaction to your 
mother's perhaps not-so-hypotheti-
cal case, a successful career awaits 
you if you ca.1 overcome unnecessary 
scruples. So let's take a look at why 
prostitution just might be the job that' s 
" right for you ... 
First of all, it pays extremely well. 
A guy told me that even novice pros-
titutes can earn as much as $1000 an 
hour. Not even investment bankers 
get what prostitutes do in entry level 
positions. Second, as a prostitute you 
make your own hours, working as 
much or as little as you desire. In this 
prostitution is even more flexible than 
temping. in which you have to work a 
minimum number of hours per week. 
Thir<L you won't be cooped up in 
some office pushing papers around a 
desk, unless youger a particularly 
kinky customer. 
There are other, long-term ben-
efits as well. Whatever else you may 
say about it, prostitution is a terrific 
way to meet lots of new, interesting 
people, many of whom will prove to 
be useful cor,/acts should you want to 
switch careers. What's more, the 
field is always open for entrepreneur-
ial ventures,md anyone with experi-
ence who sets him or herself up as a 
"madam" or "monsignor" will most 
likely make a minL 
Many colle.ge students have found 
that becoming prostitutes has actu-
ally changed their lives. Take Sally 
K. for instance. A few months after 
graduating from Villanova, she moved 
, 
to New Yark to try to find a job. She 
rented a cramped, filthy apartment in 
the East Nineties and began inter-
viewing. After one and a half entire 
months, the only two job offers she'd 
received were from companies whose 
offices were decorated in unpleasing 
color schemes. Her money was run-
ning out, and her parents were in 
Europe and would not be able to send 
another check for many days. Worst 
of all, Sally K. was totally alone. She 
lrnew practically no one in New York. 
Sure, there were a few friends from 
college, but they never introduced her 
to anyone worthwhile. So one night, 
SallyK. turned to prostitution. Toher 
surprise, she was a "natural", and by 
1989, when she succumbed to a rare 
cancer, she had earned over $200,000 
and made literally thousands of new 
friends, all of whom were upset by her 
untimely death. 
You too can be as successful as 
Sally K. You may complain that a 
liberal arts education has given you 
no skills to compete with in the job 
market, whereas all the stoners who 
; hung around the machine shop in high 
school have found steady employ-
ment through Apex Tech and even 
have their own sets of tools. Wrong! 
You have plenty of skills. And you 
developed them without even realiz-
ing it, starting as far back as kinder-
garten for some of you. 
Think about it Did you really 
think you were just wasting your time 
at college? Your personal interac-
tions with faculty, staff. and studenLil 
have shaped and trained you for this 
career. When you were begging 
AT&T not to disconnect your phone 
for nonpayment, you were in reality 
rehearsing for wheedling more money 
out of a , "john". When you were 
promising your parents straight A's 
in exchange for that CD player you 
wanted, you were actu.ally learning to 
commodify yourself, to mentally pre-
pare for a life on the streets. And 
when you were kissing the ass of an 
adjunct lecturer to get a grade raised, 
you were in fact perfecting a skill for 
which you would later be paid cash 
money. 
A middle-class background and a 
college education are all you need to 
become a prostitute; you don't have 
to have been molested as a child or be 
addicted to crack. You are as quali-
fied to be a prostitute as any two-
dollar junkie whore working a bus 
terminal today. So if you're expect-
ing a degree and consider yourself a 
"people person", give it some thought 
before you start mailing off the re-
sumes. Other things equal, shouldn't 
you take the job that lets you sleep late 
mornings? 
NatLalnp Notes: Two great oppor-
tunities for college students! Do you 
want to earn extra money? Become a 
National Lampoon College Rep! Do 
you have a funny short film or video? 
It could become part of a national 
home video release. For info on both 
opportunities call Ellen Holbrook at 
(213) 474-5252. 
@ 19N. National Umipoon Inc. 
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SEEK & FIND 
N Y S 0 G 0 L B E A C H 0 L 0 
0 A U M N V L L S A N D P A T 
I D M H I E A 0 D E C Z 0 W G 
T G M U R I B C T L X F 0 N N 
A A E M E L Y K H B H T L M U 
C L R I T E E B E I M F G 0 I 
A F F D L D L U A T S 0 N W Z 
V K I I E P L S T R K R I E B 
S 0 R T W R 0 T R E R E M R M 
U A E Y S 0 V E E V A S M E G 
N H W T C F E R S N Z T I X G 
T H 0 I M I S S W 0 0 P W H M 
A L R N H T F S F C R A S N P 
N G K T L I F E G U A R D A C 
Z K S R 0 M A N C E W K T S W 
POOL 
BEACH ROMANCE 
BLOCKBUSTERS SAND 
CONVERTIBLE SUMMER 
FIREWORKS SUNTAN 
FLAGDAY SWELTERING 
FORESTPARK SWIMMING 
HUMIDITY THEATRE 
LAWNMOWER VACATION 
LIFEGUARD 
VEILEDPROFIT 
OZARKS 
VOLLEYBALL 
C HA as by Brian Shus ter & Rich Cando :;:. t99t We"wuoJ Fe"!"r" , 
"So Bongo , as our big winner you get your choice of a brand-new 
state-of-the-art toaster oven, or an apposable thumb," 
ACROSS 
1 Cheats: slang 
5 On the ocean 
9 Viper 
12 Tidy 
11 Astral body 
' 4 Falsehood 
'IS Free from 
restrainr 
17 Hermit 
19 Buries 
2 1 Above 
22 Vegetable 
24 Act in law 
25 Pedal digit 
26 Sea eagle 
27 Expert 
29 A continent: 
abbr , 
3 1 River island 
32 Kind of type: ' 
abbr. 
33 Teutonic deity 
34 Sick 
COlLEGE PR!:SS SERVICE 
35 Symbol for 
tellurium 
36 Shattered 
38 Cry of cow 
39 Insect 
40 Negative prefix 
41 Pintail duck 
42 Hold on 
property 
44 French province 
46 Induct 
48 inventor of 
telegraph 
51 River in 
Scotland 
52 AllOy of gold 
, and silver 
54 Employs 
55 Series of games 
56 Was borne 
57 Temporary 
shelter 
DOWN 
1 African antelope 
The 
Weekly 
Crossword 
Puzzle 
2 Intense desire: 6 Cubic meters 
7 Organs o f 
hearing 
slang 
3 Long-suffer ing 
4 Chore 
5 Equally 
8 Guid o's second 
note 
9 Animated 
10 Location 
11 Equal 
16 Latin 
conjunction 
18 Moroccan 
native 
20 Muse of poetry 
22 Wh ip 
23 Great Lake 
25 Gull- like bird 
27 Mud 
28 Abounds 
29 Wild plum 
30 Century p lant 
34 Engage deeply 
36 TWis ted 
37 Slain 
39 Perplex 
41 Reconn Oi ter 
42 Covers 
43 Arrow POison 
44 tn addi tion 
45 Before noon 
47 SWiss r iver 
49 Uni t of Japa-
nese Currency 
50 Superlative 
ending 
53 Coroner: abb r, 
, 
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l...--sPO_RT_s------'1 Signing Up, Preparing For Fall Season 
WOMEN'S SoccER: 
Two soccer standouts, 
Kelly Donahue and Usa 
Brown signed letters of in-
tent to attend UM -St. Louis 
and play soccer for the 
Riverwomen. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Three outstanding b~­
ketball prospects, Connie 
GaIam, Dani .Baniak and 
Usa Brown signed letters 
of intent to attend UM-St. 
Louis and play basketball 
with the Riverwomen 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
The 1990-91 men's 
basketball team finished 
22-6, but went unrecog-
nized in the Division II na-
tional tournament. 
SPECIAL HONORS 
Lisa. Houska and Kristi 
Toppins have been named 
to the 1991 DMsion II All-
Central Region team by the 
National Softball Coaches 
Association. 
ODD BALL BASEBAll: 
How did ace, st. Louis 
Cardinal first baseman 
Stan Musial stretch all that 
way and still keep his foot 
on the base? He studied 
balletl And you thought 
you knew the history of 
baseball. 
Two Kickers 
Sign With 
Riverwomen 
by Christine McGraw 
sports editor 
The flrst two recruits of the 1991-
92 UM-St. Louis women's soccer 
team have signed letters of intent to 
attend UM-St. Louis and play for the 
Riverwomen. 
The two former private schoolers 
have a history of outstanding soccer 
performance. 
High-scoring forward Kelly 
Donahue, of Florissant Valley Com-
munity College and a product of In-
carnate Word Academy High School 
in St. Louis, is expected to push re-
turning forwards Monietta Slay and 
Kim Miller for a starting job up front. 
Head coach Ken Hudson might even 
consider putting all three in the lineup 
at the same time. 
"She should compliment our of-
fense with Monietta and Kim," 
Hudson said. 
Scoring 19 goals for her high 
school team, Donahue led the Red 
Knights to the state championship in 
1989. 
While attending Flo Valley last 
fall, Donahue scored five goals and 
added nine assists for the jtmior col-
lege national champions soccer team. 
As a junior, she helped Ao Valley to 
a second-place finish at nationals by 
contributing five goals and 10 assists. 
See KICKERS, page 4 
Photo: Kris Kussel 
Many UM-St. Louis sports players spend their summer at the Mark 
Tw.ain building trying to better their skills for the upcomming season. 
Three Women's 
Cagers Added To 
Recruiting Class 
by Christine McGraw 
sports editor 
Three outstanding basketball prospects have signed 
letters of intent to attend UM-St. Louis and play for the 
Riverwomen. 
Connie Gillam of Desoto High School, Dani Baniak of 
Parkway West High School in Sl Louis and Lisa Brown of 
Rend Lake Itmior College in Ina, IJJinois ,. join transf('r:; 
Elizabeth Squibb and Danielle La Mette, both of State Fair 
Community College, who sigIll!d earlier this spring. 
The latest additions to the UM-St Louis pr.:>gram are 
expected to relieve the h8ndicap of the Riverwomen' s inside " 
game. 
"Our biggest disappointment the last two years has been .. 
our inside game," bead coach Bobbi Morse said, whose 
·team fInished 13-14 last season. "We haven't had a true 
center, but now we have four kids coming in who can play 
the post position. " 
Gillam, Baniak and Brown are all six-footers; Squibb is 
6-foot-1. But they bring more than he!gh~ :0 the program. 
Morse has great expectations for Gillam. A second team 
All-Metro performer, Gillam averaged 13.7 points and 10.7 
rebounds in leading DeSoto to a 31-2 record and a trip to the 
state semifmals. She was a first team all-conference pick 
and the conference's most valuable player this past season. 
"Connie is one of the top fIve players coming out of the .. 
St. Louis area this vear." Morse said. "She is l!:oing to be the 
foundation of the future for us in the middle. She has some 
great post moves. " 
. Gillam,wbo led Desolo in rebounding, shot 52.2 per-
cent from the field as a senior. She also used her quickness 
to grab 86 steals, the third best mark on the team. 
Baniolk and Brown are noted inside scoring threats, but 
See CAGERS, page 4 
Basketball Wrap-up: 22-6 ... And Nowhere To Go 
.Women's Basketball :, ~ . ~ "",)I • 
• 'fhe 1991-90 men's basketball 
season could have been the greatest 
in school history. Their sparkling 
.22-6 record not only ties the school 
record for most wins in a season, it 
also represents the best winning 
percentage in 25 years of basketball 
at UM-St Louis . . 
Mysteriously, a 22-6 record 
against a schedule that featured 
wins over three nationally-ranked 
opponents 'Wasn't good enough to 
gain entry into the Division II 
~K.C. CIUEFS 
~ VS. 
~ ~ 
N.Y. JETS 
At Busch 
Stadium 
Saturday. 
Aug. 10. 1991 
o * . 
~ Order 
~ Tickets 
~ Today! 
~ * 
Ticket orders 
can be placed 
throughUM-St. Louis 
Athletic Department. 
For additional 
information, 
Call 553·5641 
- \ 
national tournameri e Rivermen 
finished second in the rugged 
Missouri httercollegiate Athletic 
Association and ~ 6 in the final 
regular season national poll, but 
they were left out of the 32 team 
tournament. 
On a brighter no&e, senior Chris 
Pilz capped a remartable career by 
leading the Rivennen in almost 
every statistical category and 
earning secbnd team All-America 
honors. 
The mid-season adilition of 
senior Clarence Wani and the 
steady play of senior Kevin Hill and 
jUnior Leon Kynard boosted the 
Rivennen in confereoce play. Ward 
finished second on the team in 
scoring with 15 points per game. He 
joined Hill and Kynard as All-
MIAA honorable mention pich 
Shootin' Hoops 
Photo: Nicole Menke 
Lootl Kids spend their free time in the Mark Twain gym playing 
h.,,,Ir .. thQII in honor of thp IJM-St. Louis Rivermen basketball team. 
Freshman Scott Crawford, who 
started every game for the 
Rivermen, was the leading vote-
getter on the MIAA All-Freshman 
team. 
And, for the third time in his 
nine seasons at the helm of the 
Rivermen, Rich Meckfessel 
received MIAA "Coach of the 
Year" hOOOl"S. He was also honored 
in 1985 and 1989. 
Strange 
But True 
Oddball BasebalJ 
The story goes that until 1859 
the umpire didn't crouch down behind 
the catcher. He sat in a chair! And it 
wasn't any ordinary chair either. it 
was a padded rocking chair. 
In the early days of baseball a 
fielder could get a runner out by 
throwing the ball at a base runner and 
hitting him! In those days there was 
no such thing as a foul ball. Any ball 
the batter hit was fair game. 
The first baseball players didn't 
wear gloves. After gloves were intro-
duced 10 the game, many players cut 
holes in the palms of their gloves 
because they thoughl they could grip 
the ball better that way. 
In those days, if a ball went into 
the stands,.the ushers would try 10 get 
it back so the players could keep using 
it Sometlmes a fan would want to 
keep the ball. Then the ushers would 
plead and beg and even offer the fan 
free tickets to the next game to get the 
ball back. 
Tbe greal Stan Musial, ace St 
Louis Cardinal first baseman, could 
stretch way out 10 catch a ball and still 
keep his foot on the base. How did he 
master his incredible stretch? He 
studied ballet! 
Brooklyn was full or trolley cars . 
in the late 1800's. People who lived in 
Brooklyn were called "trolley dodg-
ers" because they were always trying 
to get out of the way of those speedy 
street cars. When a name was needed 
for the Brooklyn baseball team, people 
naturally came up with the Brooklyn 
Dodgers. In 1958 the Dodgers moved to 
Los Angeles, whe"l"e there never have 
been any trolleys. 
1m/ormation ill this article was re-
searched and prepared by Christine 
McGraw. 
. \.. . . . i ; \ t ~ 
All-Region Honors 
UM-St. Louis seniocs Lisa 
Houska and Kristi Toppins have 
been named to the 1991 
Division II All-Central Regioo 
team by the National Softball 
Coaches Association. 
This marks the sixth straight 
season a UM-St. Louis softball 
player has received all-region 
recognitioo. 
Houska, an outflelder, has 
been named to the first team, 
wbile Toppins has landed a sJXX 
on the second team at the utility 
position. This is the third 
straight season Houska has 
earned all-region m oors. For 
Toppins, this is her first all-
region selectioo. 
A four-year starter, Houska 
ended her stellar career this 
spring by batting .387 with two 
home runs, 15 runs batted in, 
18 stolen bases and a team-high 
30 runs scored. She holds 
school recads for most career 
hits (176), doubles (32) and 
triples (15). Her .346 career 
batting mark also is the highest 
in school history. 
Toppins, also a four-year 
letter winner, batted .361 this 
spring with 18 RBfs, 11 stolen 
bases and 15 runs scored. She 
finished sixth on the all-time 
hits list at UM-St. Louis with 
119. 
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UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE PLVS 
BOOK BUY BACK JULY 30,31 AND AUGUST 1 
TEXT BOOKS AVAILABLE FOR SALE AUGUST 12 
Everything For Summer 
From A to Z .... 
Addressbooks to Assorted pencils 
Bookbags to Briefcases 
Clothes to Calenders 
Hardbacks to Hallmarks 
Pens to Pads 
Softbacks to Software 
and 
Zany Gifts 
We Also Have Books 
* 
CAP AND GOWN PICK-UP JULY 31 , AUGUST 1 AND 2 
JULY 31 8:00A.M.-7:00P.M. 
AUGUST 1 8:00A.M.-7:00P.M. 
AUGUST 2 8:00A.M.-3 :00P.M. 
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